Summer Ritual Kit

Brigid’s Grove
Excerpted from our Goddess Magic Circle.
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Summer Retreat Recipe for Women’s Circles and Red Tents
Note: this is designed as a retreat experience of about two hours. If you would like to use it for a
larger group, a shorter timeframe, a multi-age group, or a public/open ritual, remove the
meditation and journaling portions.


Circle up--stand in a circle, place your hands on one another’s backs and hum together three
times to harmonize the energy of the circle and to center yourselves in this time and this place.



Invocation to directions. This invocation is by Judith Laura in her book Goddess Spirituality for the
21st Century
We honor the East
Home of air
March wind
Morning’s song
Eagle’s flight
Aurora’s breath
Welcome East
We honor the South
Home of fire
Noon sun
Flame of change
Heat of passion
Pele’s power
Welcome South
We honor the West
Home of water
River’s flow
Font of feelings
World’s womb
Kwan Yin’s love
Welcome West
We honor the North
Home of Earth
Root of life
Shaded mystery
Ground of being
Gaia’s growth
Welcome North.
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Light a candle and read opening quote
“I see the wise woman. And she sees me. She smiles
from shrines in thousands of places. She is buried
in the ground of every country. She flows in every
river and pulses in the oceans. The wise woman’s
robe flows down your back, centering you in the
ever-changing, ever-spiraling mystery.
Everywhere I look, the wise woman looks back.
And she smiles.”
–Susun Weed quoted in Birthing Ourselves Into Being



Check-in: take turns “passing the rattle” and each woman has about two minutes to share what’s
been on her mind.



Offer this prayer of healing from the United Nations as a responsive reading with the group (group
says parts in bold together in unison and priestess or volunteer reads the other verses):
A Prayer of Healing
From the United Nations Environmental Sabbath
We join with the earth and with each other.
To celebrate the seas.
To rejoice the sunlight.
To sing the song of the stars.
We join with the earth and with each other.
To recall our destiny.
To renew our spirits.
To reinvigorate our bodies.
We join with the earth and with each other.
To create the human community.
To promote justice and peace.
To remember our children.
We join with the earth and with each other.
To bring new life to the land.
To restore the waters.
To refresh the air.
We join with the earth and with each other.
To renew the forests.
To care for the plants.
To protect the creatures.
We join together as many and diverse expressions of one loving mystery: for the healing
of the earth and the renewal of all life.
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Optional: guided visualization/meditation/relaxation: you may choose your own, offer a
spontaneous meditation, or follow a script like this one. Or, you can listen to one that I wrote
here.



After everyone is peaceful and relaxed, guide them through journaling using one of the questions
from Shiloh Sophia’s Museletter:
Your Muse would like to show you something you haven’t been able to see.

She wants to invite you to have a thought you haven’t had yet…isn’t that an enticing thought in and of
itself?
A thought that has lingered on the edge of your consciousness for maybe even a few years, or
months….tell her…
I want to know what it is I am not seeing.
Then automatic write whatever comes up until you have to put the pen down.



Discuss responses/experiences to relaxation/journaling.



Create Summer Imprint Meditation Stones or Womanrunes Prayer flags (tutorials included)



Sing and/or drum (some suggested song resources here)



Stand up and hold hands in a circle and sing Woman Am I or Listen, Sisters, Listen together.
Woman am I
Spirit am I
I am the infinite
within my soul.
I have no beginning
and I have no end
all this I am.



Listen sisters, listen
listen to the waters
calling us like rivers
running to the sea...

Closing quote and extinguish candle:

“I believe that these circles of women around us
weave invisible nets of love that carry us when
we’re weak and sing with us when we’re strong.”
–SARK, Succulent Wild Woman
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Personal Summer Ritual


Set up a summer-themed altar indoors or outside. A flower or nature mandala makes a
wonderful centerpiece for your ceremony!



Offer an invocation to the directions. This invocation is by Judith Laura in her book Goddess
Spirituality for the 21st Century. Alternative: sing Circle Casting Song by Reclaiming.
We honor the East
Home of air
March wind
Morning’s song
Eagle’s flight
Aurora’s breath
Welcome East
We honor the South
Home of fire
Noon sun
Flame of change
Heat of passion
Pele’s power
Welcome South
We honor the West
Home of water
River’s flow
Font of feelings
World’s womb
Kwan Yin’s love
Welcome West
We honor the North
Home of Earth
Root of life
Shaded mystery
Ground of being
Gaia’s growth
Welcome North.
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Light a candle and read opening quote
“I see the wise woman. And she sees me. She smiles from shrines in thousands of places. She is
buried in the ground of every country. She flows in every river and pulses in the oceans. The
wise woman’s robe flows down your back, centering you in the ever-changing, ever-spiraling
mystery. Everywhere I look, the wise woman looks back. And she smiles.”
–Susun Weed quoted in Birthing Ourselves Into Being



Read this poem and reflect or journal or draw some Womanrunes cards based on these
questions: at this time of year the literal and metaphorical seeds we planted in the late winter
and early spring have grown and begin to tell us things. What needs more work? How are you
maintaining your “crops”? What did you plant at the beginning of the year that needs attention,
development and growth? What has been withering in the heat? What needs to be uprooted? It is
time for pulling out weeds and cleaning up. Is there anything you're releasing today that hasn’t
grown the way you anticipated? Anything you are preparing to harvest?



Optional: guided visualization/meditation/relaxation: you may choose your own or follow a
script like this one. Or, you can listen to one that I wrote here.



After you feel peaceful, relaxed, and centered, work with your journal based on some questions
from Shiloh Sophia’s Museletter:
Your Muse would like to show you something you haven’t been able to see.

She wants to invite you to have a thought you haven’t had yet…isn’t that an enticing thought in and of
itself?
A thought that has lingered on the edge of your consciousness for maybe even a few years, or
months….tell her…
I want to know what it is I am not seeing.
Then automatic write whatever comes up until you have to put the pen down.


Create a Summer Imprint Meditation Stones and/or Womanrunes Prayer flags (tutorials
included)



Sing and/or drum (some suggested song resources here)



Sing Woman Am I or Call Down a Blessing (with summer blessings for yourself, the earth, your
family...)
Woman am I
Call down a blessing
Spirit am I
Call down a blessing
I am the infinite
Call down.
within my soul.
__________before you
I have no beginning
__________behind you
and I have no end
__________within you
all this I am.
and around you.
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Summer Imprint Meditation Stones
Summer’s bounty
both sweet and spiky
sun-kissed and thorny
able to draw blood
and to cause you to smile
as you taste the juices of life.

I find it interesting to observe how the wheel of the year is
reflected within my own mind and thought processes. In
the late fall, I turn inward and feel like retreating and
pulling away from commitments. In the winter, I incubate
and make plans. In the spring, I emerge again and feel
enthused with new ideas. In the summer, I start to make
decisions about what to keep and what to prune away. I
find that summer is a perfect time to see what is growing
well and what needs to be yanked out by the roots.
Summer brings the opportunity to both wrestle with what
isn’t working in your life and to celebrate the fruits of your
labors. Summer is when you peek under leaves only to
discover bugs in your cabbages, whether literal or
metaphorical. And, it is the season in which you bask in
what is growing well, what has taken root firmly, what is
beautiful in the sunshine, what you can trust, taste, enjoy and savor. In the summer, we see both
weeding and harvesting. Planting and tending and maintaining. We see withering. We see giving up. We
see what is dying and what is thriving. This is the balance of the year. The wheel turns and turns and
turns and before we know it, we are holding a palm full of berries once more. Older, different, changed
and yet, right there, again. That juicy bite of summer.
Heat and light. Growth and transformation. Bearing fruit. Spreading open in the sun. Digging up by the
roots. Weeding out. Composting. Turning over. Turning over. Turning over.
To create simple imprint project that helps you connect with the heart of summer and earth’s powerful
messages, you will need:


Clay of some kind (pottery clay, self-hardening, air dry, oven cured, kiln fired, or polymer clay)



Knife or cookie cutter



A few minutes outside alone in Nature



Optional: Rolling pin, rubber stamps, Womanrunes handouts from our free class.
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Go outside and center and ground yourself with three deep breaths. Then, begin to walk around slowly
looking for a message from Nature, from Gaia, from the Earth. Trust your intuition and choose what calls
your attention and seems meant for you. It might be a seed, a berry, a leaf, a stone, or a flower. Accept
this small, renewable gift from nature with appreciation and collaborative intent.

Sit with your clay and imbue it with your intent. Shape the clay into a small stone that fits comfortably
into your palm (about 2-3 inches across). The surface can be convex or concave. You can also use
whatever shape or size makes sense to you, squares, circles, dewdrops, ovals and freeform oblong
shapes work well. If you are using clay that will be fired in a kiln, remember that it will shrink as it dries.
If you would like to make your imprint project into a pendant or a hangable message from nature
instead of a meditation palm stone, roll out your clay on a firm surface (protected with cardboard or a
placemat) to about 1/4 inch thick. Also make sure to poke a hole near the top before the clay dries so
that you will be able to hang it up or string it on a cord.

Gently press your gift from nature into the clay. Press it down on all slides, firmly but gently. If you are
using a leaf, use the back of the leaf to create the imprint, because the veins on the back will create a
clearer impression. If you are using berries, an unripe berry will make a firmer stamp for your imprint.
Your imprints will not look perfect, but that’s okay! You can add additional designs to your stone using
rubber stamps, steel stamps, lace or other patterned items, or even small objects like charms. You can
add Womanrunes to your stone using the handouts in our free introduction class. Some people like to
includes their name written in runes on the stone, or other specific rune messages of significance to
them.
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If you are using clay that will be fired in a kiln, you can use one of your imprints as an essential oil
diffuser after the first firing, as the clay will still be porous enough to absorb or release the oil. Or, you
can glaze it and have it fired again. I am fortunate to have a mom who is a potter and who fires the
imprint stones I make! If you do not have a mom who is a potter, you may find a local potter who will
fire your clay, or sometimes a paint-your-own-pottery studio will allow you kiln space for firing.

Wild raspberries are particularly special to me. While I originally expected to use wild dianthus flowers
for my first imprints, I followed my intuition and absolutely delighted in creating my imprint necklaces
using wild raspberries and raspberry leaves.

The message of the imprint necklace you create will be unique to you and your experience. When you
wear or hang up your summer imprint, you will be reminded of the messages and lessons of Gaia’s
natural, wild wisdom and the ever-changing, unfolding, everyday miracle of life on Earth.
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Womanrunes Prayer Flag Tutorial:
Supplies:
 Cotton fabric squares of about 12 x 12 (or 10 x 10 or 8 x 8). Reclaimed fabric from bedsheets works
very well for this. White or off –white is easiest to draw on, but other pastel colors can work too.
 Permanent markers
 Ribbon, yarn, or cord for hanging
 Womanrunes handouts (available via our free intro class or as a pdf here.
 Helpful: Womanrunes book and card deck
 Optional: colored thread, beads, charms, paints, and other embellishments

Methods of choosing symbols:
 Intentionally choose symbols based on what you’d like to attract, manifest, declare, affirm, or
intend.
 Randomly draw Womanrunes cards and let their messages intuitively/spontaneously guide you on
your prayer flag.
 Create a flag for a very specific purpose, i.e. healing, and choose your symbols to fit your purpose/
intent.
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Making Womanrunes prayer flags together is a perfect Red Tent or Women’s Circle activity. They also
make lovely, simple gifts and can be created together at a mother blessing or crone ceremony or on
your own, whenever you’d like to make one! All you really need is fabric and markers, though you can
get more elaborate and embroider on the flags and tie, glue, or sew on many other embellishments
such as beads or charms.

Steps:
 lay out your fabric on a protective surface such as a piece of newspaper or cardboard
 choose your Womanrunes symbols using any of the methods above
 draw the symbols onto your flag using permanent markers. You can:
 use the symbols as is
 combine the symbols into a larger mandala pattern
 focus on one specific symbol and draw it very large in the center of the flag and then
embellish and add on around the symbol
 combine the symbols with significant words
Enjoy!

“[Rune work] enables you to develop an ongoing
pathway into the heart and soul of your ‘truth-sense,’
that intuitive wellspring at the central core of all that
you are. Once the pathway is developed, you can almost
magically move beyond sacred play into a kind of ‘flow’
state where ‘moment matches mind.’”
--PMH Atwater
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Summer
Look at what’s blooming
see what you’ve said yes to
and look carefully for that
which can now be pruned away.
The bounty is before us
we see it clearly
knowing that what we have sown
has borne fruit.
Noting that which is
beautiful and good
and that which has
withered in the heat.
Life is open before us
spreading its petals
dripping with juice
Sweet, simple
infinitely complex
and magnificent.
(Molly Remer)
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Ingredients:

Wild Berry Cobbler

1 stick butter
1 cup sugar
1 cup flour
1/2 ts. salt
1 ts. baking powder
1 cup milk
2 cups berries (fresh or frozen)

Instructions:
Melt butter. Mix sugar and flour into the same baking dish in which you plan to bake
the cobbler. Whisk in milk. Pour in melted butter and whisk again.
Scatter rinsed berries evenly over the top of the batter.
Bake in the oven at 350 degrees for about 1 hour until golden and bubbly.
Serve with whipped cream on top if desired, though plain is delightfully delicious as
well!

Blooming and Blessing Mandala
(full page mandala image on following page)

Reflect on the things that are blooming in your life right now and/or the
blessings you’d like to offer to your community, your family, and
yourself this year. Add these blessings to the inner “petals” of the
goddess mandala as a reminder of your affirmations and intentions.
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Goddess Magic Circle
The material is this summer ritual recipe
kit is excerpted from our unique
subscription circle, the Goddess Magic
Circle. This international circle is a cocreative magical alchemy of private ritual,
guided experiences, community
connection, and sacred witnessing. We
welcome you to join us: Goddess Magic
Circle.

Come join the Circle!
Membership in the Creative Spirit Circle is FREE and packed with beautiful, bountiful
resources, including:


a free Womanrunes e-course



Womanspirit Wisdom mini-course



weekly virtual circles in our Facebook group



Red Tent resources



blessing posters and mandalas



access to Divine Imperfections sculptures



monthly Creative Spirit Circle Journal filled with
resources such as ceremony outlines, articles,
book recommendations, sneak peeks, and special
freebies.

Claim your place in the Circle: brigidsgrove.com/
come-join-the-circle
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Red Tent Initiation Program
Following the spiral path of maiden, mother, and crone…
This online course is both a powerful, personal experience
AND a training in facilitating transformative women’s circles.
You will listen to your deep self, access your inner wisdom
and prepare to step into circle as guardian and guide for
other women who are hungering for depth, connection,
restoration, and renewal in today’s busy world.

Practical Priestessing
Do you feel that divine hum of resonance in your bones when you
hear the word Priestess? Do you want to learn tools, resources,
and rituals for practical priestessing?
This is a comprehensive priestess initiation program for women
called to vocational priestess work.
www.brigidsgrove.com

Connect with Brigid’s Grove:
· brigidsgrove.com
· facebook.com/brigidsgrove
· instagram.com/brigidsgrove
· brigidsgrove.etsy.com
· twitter.com/brigidsgrove
· Creative Spirit Circle Facebook Group:
facebook.com/groups/creativeceremonyacademy
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About the author:
Molly has been “gathering the women” to circle, sing,
celebrate, and share since 2008. She plans and
facilitates women’s circles, Red Tents, seasonal retreats and
rituals, Pink Tent mother-daughter circles, and family
ceremonies in rural Missouri and teaches online courses in
Red Tent facilitation and Practical Priestessing.
Molly is a priestess who holds MSW and M.Div degrees
and recently finished her dissertation about contemporary
priestessing in the U.S.
Molly is the author of Womanrunes, Earthprayer, and The
Red Tent Resource Kit. She writes about women’s circles,
nature, practical priestessing, creativity, family ritual, and the
goddess at both Brigid’s Grove and on her Woodspriestess
blog.

About Brigid’s Grove:
Molly and Mark co-create original goddess sculptures,
goddess pendants, and ceremony kits at brigidsgrove.com
(and etsy!). They publish Womanrunes: a guide to their use
and interpretation and an accompanying oracle deck, based
on the work of Shekhinah Mountainwater.
Brigid's Grove integrates Molly's priestess work with our
family's shared interests in ceremony, art, gemstones,
metalwork, nature, and intentional, creative living.
Brigid is the Irish triple goddess of smithcraft, poetry, and
midwifery. She is also a Christian saint associated with
midwives, birthing mothers, and infants.
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